
“I’ve got stacks of note cards with rubber
bands around them for each class that I’m in.”

Derrick Dull—Senior, Lycoming College

Chapter 19 Flash Cards: “My Hero”

Flash cards are simple to make. And they’re effective. You can use them to help you learn just
about any subject. They’re easy to use anytime, anyplace. So, when you’re waiting for a bus or
for class to start — anytime you have a few minutes of “down time” — flip through them.

Allison Siegel—Junior, Indiana-Purdue U. (Ft. Wayne)

Colby Kirk—Junior, University of South Carolina
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“Flash cards are my best friends. I like to take the definition, put it
on one side, put the term on the other side. It’s helped me on tests.”
Martesha Brown—Senior, Southern Illinois University

“The cool thing about flash cards is that you
can use them anywhere.” 

“Flash cards are my hero. Every test I’ve ever taken, I’ve made
flash cards for. I can’t take a test without them. That’s just how
I memorize my information. They do wonders for me.”

Flash Cards — Uses & Methods

Learning
Points

• The process of figuring out what to put on the flash card and writing
the question and answer is part of the repetition process that helps 
you learn. 

• Use different color cards to categorize information
• Use flashcards for memorizing

√ Definitions
√ Equations and Formulas
√ Language Vocabulary
√ Anything that fits on the back of an index card

• Review the flash cards frequently — that’s how to put the information
into long-term memory.

• Test yourself. When you think you know the information on a specific 
flash card, put it in a separate pile and test yourself again in a week. If
you still know the information, you’re prepared for the upcoming test.

         


